Answer the questions and identify the page number that the answer was found in the textbook.

1. Blue exhaust smoke indicates that the engine is ___________.  
   A. Normal  
   B. Leaking coolant  
   C. Flooded  
   D. Burning oil  
   Page ___

2. Always confirm oil pressure with a reliable _____________ before performing engine repairs.  
   Page ___

3. When performing a compression test, most manufacturers specify a maximum difference of ____% between the highest reading and the lowest reading.  
   A. 30  
   B. 40  
   C. 35  
   D. 20  
   Page ___

4. What is a Dynamic compression test?  
   Page ___

   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

4. The purpose of a ________________ test is to determine if all cylinders are contributing power equally.  
   Page ___
5. If the ___________ system is restricted, the engine will be low on power, yet smooth.

6. Normal coolant temperature should be about _______________.

7. If the exhaust system is restricted, pressure increases in the exhaust system. This pressure is called ________________.

8. What is a paper test, and what is it used to diagnose?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________